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Wadi flash flooding in arid and semi-arid regions has recently become more frequent and 

devastating resulting in great property damage and extensive loss of life as well as environment 

degradation. Lack of data (availability, quality), disasters (flash floods and drought), water 

scarcity (quantity and quality), missing of management (water and sediment), and poor 

knowledge and approaches (models, strategies, and planning) are the main problems and 

struggles of wadi system in arid and semi-arid regions.  Therefore, identifying main factors for 

increasing of wadi flash floods in terms of frequency and intensity are desperately needed to 

develop the powerful approaches for forecasting and to propose the proper mitigation strategies 

for risk reduction. Additionally, understanding the hydrological characteristics such as 

spatiotemporal variability of rainfall, infiltration process, runoff generation, and surface and 

subsurface water interaction along with investigation of wadi basin geomorphology, 

topography, and geology. This will be the optimal way to overcome such struggles.  

 Long-term rainfall data and their analysis are limited in most of arid regions. Although, many 

previous studies have been done to mitigate the flash floods in some arid regions, 

spatiotemporal variability in both flash floods magnitudes and frequencies are still not well 

understandable and not scientifically explained especially with their linkage with the climate 

change impacts. Therefore, there is an urgent necessity to develop a sustainable methodology 

to simulate and forecast of WFF based on monitoring networks of both rainfall and discharge 

in such arid regions.   

In terms of WFF water management, arid and semi-arid regions are defined as areas where 

water is at its most scarce. The hydrological conditions in these areas are extreme and highly 

variable, where flash floods from a single large storm can exceed the total runoff from yearly 

hydrographs. These areas are facing the greatest pressures to manage the available water 

resources for their needs due to increasing population, water demand, agriculture area, 

pollution, and climate change impacts. Understanding the impacts of climate changes on 

increasing WFF frequency and magnitudes at wadi system in arid regions. Additionally, due to 

the gab of the absence of sustainable mitigation strategies and water management, linking with 

the effective developed hydrological models, proposing a sustainable mitigation measures with 

water managements approach throughout water harvesting and groundwater recharge are one 

of the main required objectives overcome wadi system problems. 

Therefore, we have to think deeply and uniquely about wadi flash floods in arid regions to come 

up with the proper, applicable and innovative tools for forecasting, mitigation, and water 

management as well as wadi society development. In this work, we propose an integrated 

strategy based on multidisciplinary research including the following issues: 
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 Innovative approaches: What are the missing in the current developed models for wadi 

flash floods? How can we can fill the occurred gabs in terms of modelling, forecasting, and 

mitigation? What are the requirement to come up with applicable techniques and tools to 

reduce the risk and manage the water to improve and develop the society and protect the 

environment?; How can we understand increasing the flash floods phenomena in frequency 

and magnitudes in terms of climate change? 

 Databased networks: Do we have enough data for modelling and forecasting?  

What are the available meteorological data and other data? Do we have enough observation 

monitoring networks stations for meteorological and flow, and groundwater levels, etc?, If 

not, what we should do to overcome the problem and build the database for wadi system?. 

 Team works: What are the available national and global networking for research 

collaboration? What do we need to initiate such important networks from different countries 

involving researchers, engineers, professionals, stakeholders, society, etc.?  

 Risk reduction and sediment management: How can we manage and mitigate WFF water 

as well as reduce the risk disasters? How can we come up with WFF risk reduction using 

the effective hydrological models and mitigation measures?  

 Water harvesting and management: How can we able to combine the surface and 

subsurface approaches for the sustainable WFF water management in terms of water 

harvesting and groundwater recharge?; How can we manage and utilize such threaten WFF 

water to be suitable for agriculture activities and other domestic uses?; What are the 

expected enhancement on the available water resources and development the society in 

terms of agriculture and water demand? 

  Society and environment: How can we contribute in wadi society and community 

development? How can we involve the society in the research and projects implementation? 

 Decision-making, planning, and governance: What are the available development and 

planning in Wadi system society? Does the decision makers and governors are willing for 

projects implementations. Did the country initiated some planning in that regard? How can 

we help them to sustain their plan and policy?  

The answers about these questions are the only and optimal way to overcome water related 

problems in wadi system for society development and environmental protection.  Therefore, we 

propose such example of multidisciplinary approach based on the discussed factors (Figure 1). 

Such proposed multidisciplinary research strategy is being to focus on Wadi Flash Floods 

(WFF) modelling, mitigating, and harvesting and its related multidisciplinary socio-

environment issues. The current and previous improvements, the gaps and missing in research 

and technologies, and our contributions and development will be achieved by this strategic way. 

The research group’s contribution and developments will be achieved to answer the raised 
objective questions of water related problems in wadi system.  Working together in groups 

under the same umbrella is the way forward to overcome such challenges and come up with 

building of database, new modelling approaches, water and sediment management, disaster risk 

reduction, wadi society development and environmental protect. Additionally, implementation 

the mitigation measures and harvesting structures, integration between this multidisciplinary 

themes, transferring knowledge and technologies, involving of wadi society in research 

(collecting data and implementation),  developing public awareness and educational system are 

the main unique merits of such integrated strategy.  
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Figure. 1 A proposed concept for integrated multidisciplinary strategy for wadi system in 

arid regions. 
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Background and Problematic
Arid and Semi-arid regions are under pressure due to droughts.

Rapid increase of population and urbanization has pushed people to high 
disaster risk zones such as Wadi flood plain.

Reasons for increasing WFF disasters are 1) Lack of enough knowledge in local 
government and wadi communities on flooding risks and improper land use, 
Insufficient rainfall and flood runoff forecast and prediction measures, 

Public awareness and Socio - Eco educational regarding flash flood risk

Not all flash floods are destructives and harvest by various technologies

Until today, no comprehensive master planning to design mitigation measures 
by flood storage upstream, safety passage downstream and wisely use of 
floodwater (water harvesting) in Wadi systems.. 

There is an urgent need to establish a guideline for assessment and mitigation 
and utilize floodwater as a new supply.

The indigenous knowledge combined with the modelling and monitoring

Important research challenges include, participation of Wadi local communities, 
data collection techniques, occurrences of WFF, forecasting and predications, 
warning systems and mitigation measures, sedimentation, Wadi ecosystem, and 
water harvesting techniques. 2
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Cu e t halle ges: Wate  a age e t a d S a ity

http://geoag o.i a da.o g/e /gis/details/glo al

5

Cu e t halle ges: Wate  a age e t a d S a ity

http:// .ode . a/p oje ts/ /le l /page .ht l

6
https://o itali sight. o /data-fo us- e - ay-looki g- ate /

Cu e t halle ges: Wate  a age e t a d S a ity
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Arab Region Between Drought and Flash Floods

7

Rapid developed flood in few minutes or hours of excessive rainfall without 
visible signs of rain, or accident as dam or levee break.

Flash floods in these Wadis are produced by warm, moist air masses that 
produce intense rains as they are pushed over the coastal ranges

Effective management is essential, and this requires appropriate understanding 
of the hydrological processes in these areas. 
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GSMap Data Deadly Urban Floods and Storms Hit 
Arabian States Between Oct.-Nov. 2015

Dailynewsegypt, 2015

Egypt  (25th October- 4th November )

Beheira: 25 people have been killed in wadi
ALNatroun.
Alexandria 52 mm in 24h
Hurghada
Ras Gharib
Elsokhna and North Sinai

• Tropical Cyclone Chapala has been affecting southern 
Yemen with heavy rainfall, strong winds, storm surge and 
high waves.

• Heavy rains triggered severe floods in the provinces of 
Hadramawt and Shabwa.

• 49000 palm trees were destroyed, 301 House garden
• 37000 goats, 359 water ponds
• Total of 26 dead 18 of which are in Socotra

Yemen (1-3  & 8-10 Nov. Chapala Cyclone)
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Oman
4 September 2015:

59.8 mm of rain fell in Amerat and 17.4 mm in Rustaq
causing floods in Al Batinah Region and 4 deaths.

14-17 Oct. 2015
Nizwa, Ras Al Hadd and Bahla
city of Ibra saw 104 mm of rain on 16 October 2015, with at 
least 3 other locations seeing 40 mm of rain in one day

Iraq
28,29-October
5 Children's during the flood 
lost of life in Baghdad
58 total death all over Iraq

60,000 displaced

Kuwait
Salmia
27 Oct.

Jordan
25-Oct. El Shouna and El Ahoar El Shamalia, Toufila

200 houses damage
Many cars drifted

Lebanon

Libya

Saudi Arabia 

29 Oct.
2 Death in Tarief Governorate

18 Nov. Flash Food 
Jeddah (22mm in 15 minutes) (3 
Death), Madinah (7 death), Hail (2 
Death) and Mekkah

Qatar
25 Nov.
Doha, Qatar, recorded more than a year’s 
worth of rain in one day

Sudan

25 Oct. 2015
Red Sea Sudan 443 house
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Palestine
10 Nov.

Floods in Ghaza Khan Younis and Beit Degan
Ashkelon also had flash floods after 30mm of rain
fell in less than an hour.

Somalia

Oct. Nov. 2015
60,000 people have been 
displaced
The tropical cyclones 
Chapala and Megh which 
made a landfall in Yemen 
caused some damages in 
parts of coastal areas of 
Puntland and Somaliland. 

Algeria

17,000 homes are directly impacted in Tindouf in 
south-western Algeria and five Sahrawi refugee 
camps

222nd ISFF, Oct., 2016

Cu e t halle ges: Disaste s D oughts

D ought Vul e a ility i  the A a  Regio   –

http:// .u isd .o g/files/ 9 5_d oughtsy ias all.pdf
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Cu e t halle ges: Disaste s D oughts

D ought Vul e a ility i  the A a  Regio   –

http:// .u isd .o g/files/ 9 5_d oughtsy ias all.pdf
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Innovative approaches
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Conclusion
The a s e s a out these uestio s a e the o ly a d opti al

ay to o e o e ate elated p o le s i adi syste fo
so iety de elop e t a d e i o e tal p ote tio .

The u e t a d p e ious i p o e e ts, the gaps a d
issi g i esea h a d te h ologies, a d ou o t i utio s

a d de elop e t ould e a hie ed y the proposed
i tegrated approa h.

Wo ki g togethe i g oups u de the sa e u ella is the
ay for ard to o er o e su h halle ges a d o e up ith
uildi g of data ase, e odelli g app oa hes, ate a d

sedi e t a age e t, disaste isk edu tio , adi so iety
de elop e t a d e i o e tal p ote t.
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Conclusion

i ple e tatio the itigatio easu es a d
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a d te h ologies, i ol i g of adi so iety i
esea h olle ti g data a d i ple e tatio ,

de elopi g pu li a a e ess a d edu atio al
syste a e the ai u i ue e its of su h
i teg ated st ategy
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